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BIG SCREEN OR SMALL, STUDY FINDS TV BEATS FACEBOOK & YOUTUBE

TV BETTER AT  DELIVERING SALES
   A first of its kind study that compares how broadcast TV 
ads, regardless of whether they’re seen on a traditional TV 
set or a mobile phone, stack up against the giants of the 
web like Facebook and YouTube may not end war.  But it 
gives broadcasters a reason to be more optimistic about 
the weapons they’re using as television increasingly goes 
head-to-head with digital in the coming years.
   Marketing science professor Karen Nelson-
Field used eye-tracking software to examine 
how 2,583 participants in her study behaved 
as they were exposed to a variety of 18,219 
ads—and then what impact those ads had on 
purchasing behavior. In the online space what 
she found was that the sales impact of broadcast 
TV video-on-demand outperformed YouTube 
and Facebook regardless of whether the ad was 
consumed on a desktop computer or a mobile device.  
The study found that when it comes to holding viewers’ 
attention, broadcast video on-demand scored a 63 on her 
eye-tracking measurement scale. That’s 9-points higher 
than Facebook and 19-points higher than YouTube.  That 
attention-holding ability paid off for advertisers.  The study 
found that the sales impact of broadcast video on mobile 
devices was 18% higher than YouTube and 33% stronger 
than Facebook.  Even more impressive is the fact that the 
stronger achievement for TV came despite the fact that 
mobile screens are the best performing platforms for either 
Facebook or YouTube.   And TV didn’t just win in the mobile 
and desktop arena.  
   The study also showed that broadcast TV ads viewed 
on a traditional TV set outperformed both Facebook and 
YouTube regardless of how those two online sites were 
consumed. The bottom line, according to the study, is that 
TV wins on every measure.  
   Nelson-Field theorizes that one possible reason that 
TV does better is that her earlier research found a high 
correlation to the amount of screen occupied by an ad 
and a consumer’s attention and likelihood to purchase 
the product.    On this measure, television’s 100% 
screen coverage provided almost four-times more screen 
coverage than Facebook and three-times more screen 
coverage than YouTube.   Nelson-Field says it’s probably 
one of the key reasons for TV’s ability to have the most 
impact on sales. “Now with mobile devices increasing in 
importance for video viewing,” Nelson-Field says, “those 
with better inherent ad visibility still benefit more.”
   Steve Weaver, director of research at Australia’s ThinkTV 
which funded the research, said the study shows clients 
that mobile can deliver sales results.  “But secondly, TV 
broadcaster online video inventory has come out tops, 
providing very clear direction for the ad industry of the 
effectiveness of broadcaster content on mobile as a more 
effective alternative to Facebook and YouTube and as the 
perfect partner to the unbeatable reach speeds of TV on 
the big screen.”

ADVERTISER NEWS
   Walmart announced plans for a revamped home page 
to be unveiled in the coming weeks. Furniture and home 
design are scheduled to roll out first on the new page. The 
online furniture pages include a home destination with 
curated collections guided by design trends and in-house 
stylists. The site will also offer nine shop-by-style options, 

including modern, mid-century, traditional, glam, 
industrial, bohemian, farmhouse, transitional, 
and Scandinavian. Site visitors will also be able 
to take advantage of style imagery and design 
tips. Over the past year, Walmart has nearly 
doubled its home assortment with a variety of 
new furniture items, like a Scandinavian line of 
kid’s furniture and a line of modern furniture. The 
news was posted on the Walmart company blog 
by U.S. e-commerce Senior Vice President and 

Group General Manager of Home, Anthony Soohoo……. 
Toys R Us went into the last holiday season needing 
a big win. The holidays are a crucial time for the retailer, 
accounting for nearly half its revenue. By several accounts, 
the company fell dramatically short during the important 
quarter. Now, after already announcing bankruptcy and 180 
store closings, The Wall Street Journal is reporting that the 
company could lose another 200 locations. The closures 
could represent nearly 45% of Toys R Us’ domestic 
footprint. The paper also reported that the company could 
lay off a “significant portion” of its corporate staff……The 
Circuit City brand is being brought back by retail veterans 
Ronny Shmoel and Albert Liniado. This time, e-commerce 
will be the priority. The pair made the promise a year ago to 
bring back the big box electronics retailer, but they may be 
having trouble getting things off the ground. Even though 
the company announced it would open its digital doors 
on February 15th, a visit to the website that day returned 
a “coming soon” message. The following day a message 
was posted that said in part, “Though we regret that our 
launch has been slightly delayed, we are looking forward to 
offering you the best possible online shopping experience 
in the immediate future.” ……A shift in the landscape of 
food and beverage brands was addressed by company 
executives at the Consumer Analyst Group of New 
York conference in Boca Raton, Florida. Presenters at the 
conference noted that consumers have a desire for a more 
convenient shopping experience and food and beverage 
brands are feeling pressure to double down on their digital 
offerings. Coca-Cola CEO James Quincey, General Mills 
CEO Jeff Harmening, Mondelez CEO Dirk Van de Put, 
and Julie Bowerman, Hain Celestial’s SVP of digital 
engagement and e-commerce were among the executives 
making presentations.
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NETWORK NEWS
   Margaret Brennan has been named the moderator for 
Face the Nation by CBS News. The announcement was 
made by CBS News President David Rhodes. Brennan 
will assume her new responsibilities this Sunday, February 
25th. She will continue her position as senior foreign affairs 
correspondent based in Washington, D.C. Since 2002, 
Brennan has reported on politics, international affairs, and 
global markets. She joined CBS News in 2012 and has 
been White House and senior foreign affairs correspondent 
since 2017, working with Vice President and Washington 
Bureau Chief Christopher Isham……
Actor Walter Goggins of Justified and 
Vice Principles has been cast in the 
lead role of the CBS drama pilot L.A. 
Confidential. Goggins will play one 
of three homicide detectives whose 
paths intersect with a female reporter 
and a Hollywood actress in 1950’s Los 
Angeles. The detectives are pursuing a 
sadistic serial killer among the secrets 
and lies of the city. L.A. Confidential 
is a TV adaptation of James Ellroy’s 
classic noir novel from Aaron Milchan, producer of the 
acclaimed 1997 movie of the same name……One of the 
stars of the CW’s military drama Valor has been cast 
as a series regular in the ABC ensemble drama pilot A 
Million Little Things. Christina Ochoa will join Romany 
Malco and David Giuntilo in the hourlong drama in the 
tone of The Big Chill. The pilot is about a group of friends 
who, for different reasons and in different ways, are all 
stuck in their lives. The death of one of them serves as 
a wake-up call for the others to finally start living. Valor is 
not expected to be renewed for a second season by the 
CW network……Tyler Ritter of The McCarthys has been 
tapped to star in the CW drama pilot Playing Dead from 
writers Rina Mimoun and Josh Reims, along with Intrigue 
Entertainment. Playing Dead is about a dysfunctional 
family headed by a mortician and his son whose lives are 
disrupted when the woman that left them 15 years earlier 
returns and ask them to fake her death. Mimoun and Reims 
are executive producers along with Tariq Jalil and Lucas 
Carter of Intrigue Entertainment……Grace Van Dien of 
Greenhouse Academy has been booked for a lead role of 
the NBC drama pilot The Village. The project is described 
as a sprawling ensemble drama revolving around the 
residents of a Manhattan apartment building. They find 
that the more their lives intertwine, the more complex and 
compelling their connections become. Van Dien will play an 
independent, smart, latch-key kid of a single mother who 
adores her but must work hard to make ends meet……One 
of the most hotly pursued comedy actors this pilot season 
has chosen an untitled multi-camera project in the works 
at CBS. The pilot comes from writers Tim McAuliffe (The 
Last Man on Earth) and Austen Earl (9JKL) and The Late 
Late Show with James Corden executive producer Ben 
Winston. The project is about a thirtysomething couple 
who are tired of their mundane life and start to reconnect 
with their younger, cooler selves when an emerging rock 
star moves in.

AVAILS
   Meredith Local Media group has a great opportunity 
for an Account Executive in one of the most dynamic 
markets in the country. Fox Carolina serves the Greenville, 
Spartanburg,  Asheville in the 38th 
DMA. Greenville is one of the fastest 
growing cities in the country with a 
thriving downtown, a manufacturing 
base that includes BMW and Michelin. 
Fox Carolina features a strong news 
and digital presence and we are home to the Carolina 

Panthers on Fox. CLICK HERE for 
detail or to apply.
   WLKY, Hearst’s CBS affiliate in 
Louisville, KY, seeks an enterprising, 
results-oriented AE to sell advertising 
across our market-leading platforms. 
The ideal candidate thrives in a goal-
oriented, team environment. If you are 
motivated by an excellent product, 
great compensation, and working with 
a talented team of professionals, look 
no further. We provide the tools for 

powerful multi-platform marketing solutions that will create 
partnerships to retain and grow our existing and new client 
base. You provide a positive attitude, client focus, and the 
desire to WIN!  APPLY HERE.  EOE.
     WABC-TV, New York City has an outstanding 
opportunity for an Account Executive with a minimum 
of three years of broadcast and digital 
sales experience. The candidate must 
have a proven track record of success 
in both agency and direct business 
negotiations. Requirements include 
developing new business opportunities 
for all of our platforms, coupled with 
strong communication and presentation skills. A minimum 
of three years of broadcast and digital sales experience is 
preferred.  CLICK HERE to apply.  No calls please! EOE
  WAVE 3 News, the NBC affiliate in Louisville, KY, 
seeks an enthusiastic and highly motivated Media Sales 
Consultant to grow revenue across all screens. This 
position offers great autonomy for a proven sales person 
looking for a move into a top 50 market. Ideal candidates 
have a minimum of 2 years in media sales, a track record 
of New Business development and are internally motivated 
to succeed. CLICK HERE for more info or to apply now.  
No calls, please. Drug screen required. EOE-M/F/D/V
  Hearst Television in Tampa, WMOR-TV and This TV 
Tampa Bay, has an opportunity for highly motivated, 

driven National Sales Manager.  A 
minimum of four years’ experience, 
preferred, with a proven track 
record in share growth and revenue 
generation. Must be creative 

and have the ability to establish non-traditional revenue 
both locally and nationally. Five years broadcast sales 
management experience and college degree preferred.  
CLICK HERE to apply.  EOE

Place your ad ONLINE and see it here MONDAY!
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Ron White

If naps counted as 
 meditation I would be the 

Dalai Lama.

https://meredith.wd5.myworkdayjobs.com/EXT/job/South-Carolina-Greenville/Account-Executive_JR03973-1
https://hearst.referrals.selectminds.com/television/jobs/account-executive-1088
https://careers-raycommedia.icims.com/jobs/7974/media-sales-consultant/job
https://hearst.referrals.selectminds.com/television/jobs/national-sales-manager-1632
https://www.spotsndots.com/site/forms/online_services/classified_ad/
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TRIPADVISOR BETS ON TV
 TripAdvisor will expand its television advertising 
spending from $100 to $130 million for its hotel segment 
during 2018, with new creative and new markets, while 
simultaneously reducing online marketing spend.
   The company says the changes are driven by improved 
attribution data across channels and devices that have 
given it insight into downstream conversion and by 
positive engagement spurred by a $74 million TV ad 
campaign that began in June 2017.
  Speaking to analysts following the release of the 
company’s full-year results for 2017, 
CEO Steve Kaufer says: “We have 
many, many years of doing the search 
engine marketing pieces, and we kind 
of know what to expect by way of how it 
changes the brand and how it builds or 
doesn’t build a lifetime value. Whereas 
with TV, the signs we are seeing are 
quite encouraging for that longer-term 
brand building.”
  Kaufer says the TV ads are intended to 
drive brand awareness and to change 
“the perception of TripAdvisor from just reviews to a place 
where I can not only read reviews and discover but also 
shop” for the best hotel deals.

DONE DEALS
  Dave Davis, president and general manager of WABC-
TV is retiring after more than 40 years in the business.  
Davis started his career in broadcast news as a news 
photographer in 1977 at KTRK-TV, in Houston. He worked 
in Dallas, Raleigh-Durham and Philadelphia before joining 
WABC-TV in 2003. From 2007-10, he served as executive 
vice president, ABC News.  In 2010, he returned to WABC 
as president and general manager.... NCTA – The Internet 
& Television Association has extended the contract of 
President & CEO Michael Powell for three years. Powell 
joined NCTA in 2011 and serves as the cable industry’s 
leading advocate, spokesperson, and representative in its 
relationship with the U.S. Congress, the Administration, the 
FCC, and other federal agencies.  Powell is former chairman 
of the Federal Communications Commission... Howard D. 
Elias has been elected as Tenga’s non-executive chairman 
of the board. Elias will replace Marjorie Magner who is 
retiring. In addition, Stuart J. Epstein, most recently co-
managing partner at Evolution Media and former executive 
vice president and chief financial officer of NBCUniversal, 
has been elected to TEGNA’s Board of Directors.

OSCARS BRINGING IN RECORD DOLLARS
  ABC has sold out of TV commercial avails for all its 
Academy Awards telecast -- scheduled two weeks from 
now -- the fastest ever in its history.
  The network also notes total Oscars’ advertising 
revenue hit a record this year. It added that the price for 
a 30-second advertising unit has climbed by “high single-
digit” percentages versus last year. Standard Media Index 
says that for the 2017 event, the average price tag for a 
30-second commercial was $1.9 million. The 2017 movie 
awards show was estimated to have pulled in around $123 
million in national advertising sales., says MediaPost.com.

THE VISUALLY IMPARED LIKE TV
   Visually impaired people watch TV nearly as much as 
those without any visual disabilities, according to a new 
study. The study, commissioned by Comcast and the 
American Foundation for the Blind (AFB) and conducted 
by Global Strategy Group, found that those with visual 
disabilities watch four or more hours of TV a day.
  The study also found that assistive technologies like video 
descriptions, text-to-speech, and voice control are helpful 
when watching TV, but could be doing more.
  “This research aligns with what I’ve experienced in my 

own life: people who are blind or visually 
impaired enjoy watching news, sports 
and movies just as much as their sighted 
peers, especially when the content is 
accessible,” said Kirk Adams, President 
and CEO of the AFB.  “Accessible 
technologies – from video description to 
accessible remote control and set-top-
boxes – have a huge, positive impact on 
the quality of experience.”
  The survey also found that 96 percent of 
visually impaired adults watch television 

on a regular basis; 81 percent watch more than an hour 
per day; 55 percent watch four or more hours per day; 65 
percent of those who use assistive devices encountered 
problems with the technology; and fewer than 50 percent 
are even aware of the assistive technologies like video 
descriptions and talking TV guides.

AI ‘HONES IN’ ON THE TARGET
   Google is introducing a new ad unit for Adsense that will 
use artificial intelligence for placement and content. The 
ad units are meant for website owners who don’t have time 
to manage their inventory. According to TechCrunch, “Auto 
Ads” will scan a page to determine the best placement for 
ads, and how many to run.
  The goal of the ad units is to increase engagement and 
clicks on the ads. Because Google knows a lot about the 
people on websites, they can now target ads to them based 
on where they might click, with only one line of code placed 
on a page.
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FunnyTweeter.com

Just saw the movie  
Black Panther and i finally 
understand why so many 
white people are mad: it’s 

not even a real panther, just 
a guy in a panther suit.

WEDNESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY


